
FEES: 
7 € general ticket. 
5 € reduced ticket. Under 5 years of age, free ticket. Reduced 
ticket: under 14 years of age, over 65 years of age, disabled (more 
than 33% with disability subject to presentation of supporting 
documents), large families, Youth Card holders or group of more 
than 25 people. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
• To avoid long rows you could book date and time via www.

momiasdequinto.es
• Group bookings for official hours and other days of the week, 

please send a mail to:
reservas@momiasdequinto.es o call to +34 680 860 495.

+ INFO: 
www.momiasdequinto.es 
info@momiasdequinto.es
Phones.: +34 976 177 011 | +34 976 176 111 | +34 680 860 495

Quinto´s 
Mummy Museum

It was in the last restoration stages when a serie of burial 
sites inside the church which had perfectly remained in 
natural state, was discovered. Thus a phenomenon, which 
goes down all over the country, is known as  the mummies 
of Quinto.
After several years of research, paperwork and preventive 
preservation, it is in the 2018 when the town council 
launches a museum to show all that collection of 
mummified human remains of the XVIIIth and XIXth 
centuries together religious and funerary objects which 
appeared during the three decades of archeological 
excavation.
This museum has become in the first exhibition area with 
these characteristics in our country, since, besides it holds 
fifteen bodies with perfect preservation conditions, it 
shows them in the same place where they were buried. All 
this allows for visitors to live an unique and unprecedented 
experience, and to find themselves facing the life and the 
death in an unrivalled setting like El Piquete.

www.momiasdequinto.es

V I S I T I N G  H O U R S :
(Admission is only possible with a guided tour)*.
• Opening hours in SUMMER, from May to September 

included.
• Friday. 10.00, 11.30, 18.00 and 19.30.
• Saturday. 10.00, 11.30, 18.00 and 19.30
• Sunday. 10.00 and 11.30

• Opening hours in WINTER,  from October to April 
included.
• Friday. 10.00, 11.30, 16.00 and 17.30
• Saturday. 10.00, 11.30, 16.00 and 17.30
• Sunday. 10.00 and 11.30

* The guided tour lasts 60 minutes. The museum is open 
on public holidays. (Please, check the availability calendar, 
information and reservations in www.momiasdequinto.es).

Quinto´s Mummy Museum. 
Located inside El Piquete (XVth century). 



In the center of the middle river Ebro valley and in 
the boundary between its garden and the dryness of 

the steppe around, Quinto is located, the capital of the 
government in the “Ribera Baja del Ebro”. 
Any more than 2.000 years of history, this little riverside 
town collects past time remains that have shaped the 
appearance of the historical center as well as the nature 
of its 2.000 residents. It was called with the name of 
“Quintus” by the romans due to it was 5 milestones 
far from the roman colony “Lepida Celsa”. Overlooking 
all the historical center, the ancient Our Lady of the 
Assumption church is located and it is commonly 
known as El Piquete. It is a large dimensions building 
of mudéjar masonry. With a defense and military origin, 
the beginning of the construction is in the early years 
of the XVth century, and it is attributed to the mudéjar 
alarife Mahoma Ramí, architect of the Pope Benedict XIII 
(known as Pope Luna). 
This building, with a local government ownership, was 
reopened in 2017 for sociocultural use after more than 
three decades of restoration. The impact of the Spanish 
Civil War (1936-1939) caused most of the village was 
destroyed, so it was required a great and quick care 
intervention in order to people inhabit it again. The Battle 
of Quinto left, besides numerous civil losses and a divided 
society, like in many other places, several public buildings 
in ruins, being El Piquete the most stunning image in the 
war disasters.

Quinto´s Mummy Museum consolidates this village like a tourist destination and together with other resources the 
visitor could enjoy an absolute experience. The Saint Miguel, Saint Antón and Saint Roque medieval doors, the postwar buildings 
like the public school, the town hall or the new church of Our Lady of the Assumption, the renaissance palace known as La Casa 
del Cura (The Priest´s House, XVIth century). The river Ebro and its meanders, its river islands, and its riverside forest that you 
could see going through the Ebro Saint Jacob´s Way. The hill with the big steppe areas, the social irrigated lands or the flora and 
fauna that could be seen in the ornithological reserve El Planerón.

Quinto 
Medieval 
Doors: Saint 
Miguel, Saint 
Antón and Saint 
Roque. They are 
an archeological 
ensemble 
medieval 
buildings which 
were used like 
doors in town 
and some 
of them like 
customs. The 
village was closed 
with these doors 
together a walls 
made up of the 
back of some 
houses which a 
little is preserved 
of due to the 
growth of the 
village after the 
Spanish Civil War. 

“

Besides, Quinto has a desirable gastronomy that you could 
verify in whichever its restaurants. It is pointed out the Aragon 
lamb, its orchard products like asparagus o vegetables, the 
Fuentes de Ebro certificate of origin onion which is produced 
in our fields, products derived from the pork… a feasts that 
any visitor shouldn’t miss. 

We invited you to visit Quinto. To go all over it. To enjoy 
it. We recommend planning a weekend trip, staying in our 
lodgings and concluding your journey with other interesting 
near places like Rueda Monastery, the archeological roman 
site “Lepida Celsa”, the archeological iberian site “Cabezo 
Alcalá”, the old village of Belchite, the old village of Rodén, 
Fuendetodos Goya…


